
Build a Better Back

Incorporating these seven exercises 
into your daily routine can help 
strengthen your back, improve posture, 
and alleviate lower back aches.

BREATHING - Either sitting upright 
or lying on your back with knees 
bent, close your eyes and take a 
few mindful breaths noticing the air 
flowing in and out of the lungs and 
with each exhale, a gentle release
of tension in the body.

IMPRINT PELVIS - Lie supine with knees 
bent and feet hip-distance apart. Shift 
attention to your spine and relax your 
back into neutral position. Inhale. 
On your exhale, engage your low 
abdominal muscles and drop your 
ribs down engaging your upper abs. 
Make sure abs are engaged and not 
hip flexors.

TOE TAPS - Lie supine. Imprint your 
pelvis into and engage your abs. From 
here, lift your legs to tabletop position, 
one at a time (or both for more 
advanced). Rest arms at your sides 
parallel to body. Inhale. On exhale, 
reach one foot toward mat and tap 
toes. Return to table top. Reach other 
foot and toe. Return and repeat. Do 
not let back arch or pelvis move.

AB PREP - Lie supine with knees bent 
and feet hip-distance apart. Relax 
your back and keep spine neutral. 
Drop your chin, feeling the back of 
your neck lengthen. Close your ribs 
to lift your chest up and forward, 
keeping your body stationary and 
chin nodding. Gaze forward past 
your knees. Return to mat, slow and 
controlled.

(over)



ARTICULATING BRIDGE - Lie
supine in neutral, with pelvis and
spine relaxed. Bend knees and 
place feet flat on floor, hip-
distance apart. Inhale. On exhale, 
imprint spine and peel hips off 
mat to come up into bridge 
without letting your ribs pop. Hold 
and slowly lower down along the 
vertebral column top to bottom 
until you come back to neutral.

LUMBAR STRETCH - Lie supine
and imprint lower back to mat.
From here, hug your knees into
chest, feeling a nice stretch in
your lower back.

BREASTSTROKE PREP - Lie prone 
with forehead resting on mat,
legs extended long, and arms 
bent in a “W” with palms resting 
on floor. Inhale to prepare. On 
exhale, use your upper back to
lift up 1 inch, palms come off floor. 
Draw shoulders together and 
down the back to engage upper 
back NOT lower back muscles. 
Head remains neutral, abs 
gently engaged.

SHELL STRETCH - Kneel and rest 
back onto your heels. Draw your 
abs in and actively tuck your tail
in order to lengthen and stretch 
the low back. Then, gently relax 
into the stretch and focus on 
breathing and releasing tension.
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